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Abstract— Smart observation devices contain sensing module and 

communication module frameworks and square measure developed 

to sense the information from the atmosphere and store the leads to 

the net servers. They are aimed to reply within the initial stage of 

essential situations for notifying the users. Fire place safety could be 

an essential application for home safety to avoid wasting people’s 

lives. Fire place detectors will alarm in initial section supported 

characteristics like combustion, flame, smoke or gas. Our aim is to 

inform the users on the detection of flame with the assistance of a 

flame device in order that the person will take action consequently. 

With the assistance of web of Things (IoT) paradigm, the fireplace 

detection system is developed mistreatment Raspberry-Pi that 

produces use of flame device and Google cloud-based electronic 

communication service (GCM) for causation an alert message to the 

users. Thus, the result of this device helps individuals in taking 

necessary precautions within the home welfare. 

 

Index Terms— Raspberry Pi, MQ6 Semiconductor Sensor, Wi-Fi 

Module, Buzzer, Flame Sensor, Water Level Indicator, Web 

camera, Relay, Exhaust fan, Sprinkler System. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era, securing resources and loss of lives against 

hearth is changing into a lot of crucial. Observance residential 

and industrial areas are an economical technique to decrease 

personal and property losses because of hearth catastrophes. 

The planned system is wide deployed in those sites. The 
planned system provides numerous options on period 

observation, checking automatic alarm. The most features is to 

produce hearth protection to observe an rising hearth crisis in a 

very well-timed manner, and to alert the house occupants for 

hearth disaster organizations. The standard system doesn't 

guarantee 24/7 checking from hearth security. Moreover, the 

present hearth protection system might unfold anxiety within 

the entire house or building because it doesn't reveal the 

situation of fireside. It solely raises alarm whenever a hearth is 

detected at anywhere. Afraid individuals might begin to run 

away chaotically. As a result buildings packed with labours 

within the factories, individuals may be blasted by the outgoing 

force of the afraid crowd and hurt viciously. On the opposite 

hand, from time to time individuals don't grasp the strength of 

the hearth and not ready to evacuate fire-affected building 

apace. It may lead to a shattering result and also the planned 
system will scale back these accidents. to stop the hearth from 

increasing: some onerous works are hugely necessary like 

breaking electrical circuits of the affected arena, releases hearth 

conclusion gas within the accident spot, informing hearth 

facility, informing building observance committee by text 

messages. In general, hearth detectors are aimed to retort it at 

initial stage to one or a lot of the main characteristics of 

combustion, heat, smoke, flame or gas. There are not any single 

detectors for every kind of fireside locations. Temperature 

detectors react on temperature increase by hearth and smoke 

detector reacts to gas or smoke occurred because of hearth. 

Thus, the planned system discusses automatic hearth detection 

system victimization Raspberry Pi and sensors 

                                 A. Fire Accident 

An accidental hearth could be a mishap that might be either 

synthetic or natural. Accidental hearth happens oftentimes 

might be controlled however may every now and then lead to 

severe loss of life and property. Like several alternative 

country, Bharat additionally incorporates a history of fireplace 

incidents. Most of the deaths ensuing from injuries square 
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measure caused by hearth accidents. Thus, accidental fires 

square measure one in all the leading causes of unintentional 

deaths. The most reason behind death in hearth incidents is 

burning; however inhalation of smoke and toxic gas causes 

death further. Hearth is that the results of applying enough heat 

to a fuel supply, once you've a full ton of O2 around. Because 

the atoms within the fuel heat O2 up, they start to vibrate till 

they break away of the bonds holding them along and square 
measure discharged as volatile gases. These gases react with 

O2 within the encompassing atmosphere. 

 

Fig 1: Statical data of fire accidents 

              II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The authors in planned fire place the fire hearth warning device 

that detects the presence of smoke within the air because of fire 

as partner in nursing embedded device they need used 

raspberry pi and arduino proper here the machine will ship 

accomplice in nursing alert message once the hearth is detected 

and in to order to prevent from fake conscious of hearth-fighter 

the system accustomed take confirmation from the user to ship 
a brief message carrier SMS here the system uses the fuel tool 

for sensing difficulty of the tool might now not ring so the user 

in each other place or a ways from the affected region the close 

neighbor can get to grasp concerning the hearth and can take 

immediately motion md iftekharul mobin et al has created the 

realistic system that senses via truly distinctive assembled 

sensors and actuators and mixed by way of the usage of formal 

common sense to perceive the hearth affected space locations 

and severity the machine notifies the hearth service via textual 

content message and calls the hearth alarm jewelry in the case 

as quickly as a hearth is detected and at the facet of the ringing 

it offers information of place of the hearth-affected area 

through the use of announcement moreover it prevents fire 

from spreading through breaking the electric circuits of the 

affected vicinity to enforce the whole scenario they need used 

the three sensors  

1. Flame Device, 

2. Gas Tool,  

3. Temperature Tool  

downside of deliberate paintings is they need now not taken 

into perception the fake alert facility the authors in planned a 

device consists of with it numerous devices going for walks 

along for detection and to warn people it detects smoke carbon 
monoxide fuel and fire via visible and audio devices they used 

flame device as hearth detector on the aspect of Google cloud 

digital electronic communication GCM for alert messaging to 

the client they used a digital camera for early detection of 

hearth by using the use of rotating the digital camera altogether 

direction difficulty of this approach is that it would not ring so 

the person in another space or a long way from the affected 

vicinity a nearby neighbour can get to understand concerning 

the hearth and can take immediately motion similarly as a fake 

facility is moreover no longer concept of Dhruvajyoti Paul et al 

planned style of smooth hardware circuit that permits every 

consumer to use fireplace device temperature tool gas tool and 

smoke device to mix into any planned device to set off at ease 

low fee and low power intake this method are applied in 

domestic protection in addition as in industries GSM based 

completely essentially networking is indulged to beautify the 

operating of the machine trouble of the deliberate art work is 
they need now not concept of the affected area place simply in 

case if digital camera captured photo is distributed to person on 

the aspect of message the purchaser can make certain whether 

or not or now not or now not there’s a hearth or not inside the 

authors deliberate a GSM-based fire detector gadget that 

successfully detects hearth or smoke associate in nursing sends 

an alert message to the consumer with the aid of the use of 

keeping off a high-priced home and commercial enterprise 

breakdown they used hearth detector smoke detector to enjoy a 

fire really in case of companion emergency as a smoke detector 

they used slight-hooked up electric device LDR and as a 

fireplace detector they used a thermal resistor to study the gap 

temperature in the case as soon as because of  hearth the gap 

temperature can boom impediment of this prose artwork is they 

want now not idea of the affected place region in reality in case 

if virtual digital camera captured photo is sent to purchaser on 

the side of message the person can make certain whether or not 
or not there can be a hearth or not. 

                           III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this project the MQ6 semiconductor sensing element and 

flame sensing element at the same time collect the information 

from the house then transfer it to the raspberry pi. The 

Raspberry pi board, then checks the values submitted by 

sensors. Once there's presence of a flame the system can pour 

water on the precise place, just in case the run of gas is 

detected, the fan can mechanically exhibits the smoke. The 

water level sensing element can sight the amount of the water 

in tank that helps for the system to figure. The online camera 

can realize the fireplace round the building. The intimation 

messages are passes to user through WI-FI module and 

additionally the buzzer beeps and also the alert goes to the 

recruitment team. 
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                          IV .BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

FIG 2 

                      V.HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

                                 A. RASPBERRY PI 

The Raspberry Pi Zero W has been designed to be as versatile 
associate degree compact as doable with mini connectors and 

an uninhabited 40-pin GPIO, permitting you to use solely what 

your project needs. At the center of the Raspberry Pi Zero W 

may be a 1GHz BCM2835 single-core processor with 512MB 

RAM. Quite honestly, this Pi is concerning fourfold quicker 

that the initial Raspberry Pi and is just a fraction of the price of 

this RPi3. The setup for the Raspberry Pi Zero W may be a 

very little additional sophisticated than on different Pis. 

Attributable to the tiny size, several of the connectors on the 

Raspberry Pi Zero aren't customary. For starters you may 

desire a mini HDMI to HDMI cable or adapter to attach to your 

monitor. You may conjointly want a USB OTG cable to attach 

a USB device, furthermore as a novel CSI camera cable. 

Regardless of however you wish to use your Raspberry Pi Zero 

W, you may want a micro SD card with associate degree 

software and a high-quality 5V power offer to power your 

board. In the raspberry pi three version b is that the ultra-
contemporary product within the raspberry pi three vary boast 

a sixty four-bit quad core processor walking at one 4ghz twin-

band a handful of 4ghz and 5ghz wireless network Bluetooth 

four ready quicker local area network and creator capability via 

a separate author that the twin-band wireless laptop computer 

community comes with most well-liked compliance 

certification allowing the board to be designed into stop product 

with considerably reduced wireless laptop computer community 

compliance finding out up each fee and time to push the 

raspberry pi 3 version b keeps a comparable mechanical 

footprint as each the raspberry pi a handful of version b and 

consequently the raspberry pi 3 model b. 

 

Fig: 3 

                                   B. FLAME SENSOR 

The flame tool will take a look at flame and infrared resources 

with wavelengths starting from 760 nm to 1100 nm it uses the 

lm393 comparator chip which offers a clean sturdy digital sign 

and driving potential of fifteen ma the flame detector will use in 

fire alarm structures and alternative hearth detection devices 

hearth detectors revel in one or lots of the product or 

phenomena as a result of hearth like smoke warmth infrared and 

or ultraviolet radiation or gasoline in dwellings smoke detectors 
vicinity unit typically complete devices. It is supported the 

YG1006 sensor which can be a high speed and high sensitive 

NPN silicon phototransistor. Due to its black epoxy, the sensor 

is sensitive to actinic radiation. Sensor are a decent addition 

during a hearth fighting robot, it's used as a robot eyes to look 

out the fireside source. When the sensor detects flame the 

Signal LED will illuminate and thus the D0 pin goes LOW. 

 

Fig: 4 
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Fig: 5 Node MCU with Flame Sensor 

C. WATER LEVEL INDICATOR 

The water degree device is also a tool that measures the liquid 

degree during a whole came upon instrumentation it extremely 

is just too excessive or too low steady with the approach of size 

the liquid stage it area unit often divided into a pair of types bit 

sort and non-contact sort the input kind water stage transmitter 

we've got a propensity to selection are often a contact measure 

that converts the height of the liquid stage into partner in 

nursing electrical steam-powered sign for output it's presently a 

good used water stage transmitter.3 Probe water level 

indicators use a reference probe, fill begin probe and fill stop 

probe to manage water levels. These probes work along to 

manage the water levels during a tank. The reference is that the 

lowest purpose you would like the water level to travel to 

before the water starts filling once more. The fill begin probe is 

sometimes an equivalent length because the reference probe to 

confirm the pump starts filling the water once it's reached its 

lowest purpose. 

 
 

Fig: 6 

D.MQ6 SEMICONDUCTOR SENSOR 

 LPG is one in every of the trade fuels used presently days 

normally liquefied crude oil fuel is moreover called LPG  gas 

motor car fuel and so forth this fuel is normally used for 

heating home equipment hot water cooking and sundry 

opportunity capabilities conjointly LPG is moreover used as 

partner in nursing exchange gas in motors thanks to soaring in 

the prices of fuel and diesel some individuals have low enjoy 

of odour ought to or may not respond on low attention of fuel 

discharge in this form of case fuel discharge safety systems 

emerge as an important and facilitate to defend from gas 

discharge accidents type of evaluation papers are revealed on 

gas discharge safety system embedded system for unstable 

gasoline detection and alerting has been planned in literature 

anywhere the alarm is set off directly off if the fuel awareness 

exceeds conventional degrees. 

 

 
Fig: 7 

 

E. RELAY 

Relay is partner in nursing electrically operated switch it 

includes a set of enter terminals for one or a couple of manage 

alerts and a hard and fast of operational touch terminals the 

transfer should have any sort of contacts in more than one touch 

bureaucracy like create contacts harm contacts or combinations 

therefrom relays area unit used anyplace its miles critical to 

alter a circuit with the aid of partner in nursing freelance low-
power sign or anywhere many circuits should be managed thru 

one signal relays were initial applied in long-distance telegraph 

circuits as signal repeaters they refresh the sign coming 

decrease returned in from one circuit by way of transmission it 

on any other circuit relays had been used notably in phone  

exchanges and early computer systems to carry out logical 

operations. 

F. SPRINKLER SYSTEM 

A hearth system is a lively fire protection technique, consisting 

of a water system, providing adequate pressure and rate of flow 

to a water distribution piping system, onto that hearth sprinklers 

area unit connected. Though traditionally once utilized in 

factories and huge industrial buildings, systems for homes and 

tiny buildings area unit currently offered at an economical 

value. Hearth mechanical device systems area unit extensively 

used worldwide, with over forty million mechanical device 

heads fitted every year. albeit hearth mechanical device 

Systems area unit a Life Saving System and don't seem to be 

designed to shield the building, ninety six of buildings that had 
hearths and were utterly protected by fire mechanical device 

systems were controlled by the fireplace sprinklers alone. 

 

                         VI. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

In this project we have a tendency to use Raspberry pi method 

or to process the all element that we have a tendency to have 

utilized in project like MQ6 semiconductor sensor, Buzzer, 

Flame sensor, Camera, Relay, Exhaust fan. during this session 

the Gas detector and semiconductor detector forever watching 

the method, then the camera had fastened during this circuit, 

whenever the Gas discharge is occurred within the specific 

place means time the gas detector can get HIGH position of 

signal that signal passed to Raspberry pi the association of 
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Buzzer pulse can get HIGH then the buzzer is get ON to place 

sound attentive to User. The flame detector and semiconductor 

detector additionally like that if any unwanted happen is 

occurred means that suddenly passed to Processor identical as 

happened in unstained probe detector and system. Digital 

camera forever monitors the present state of affairs of project. 

 

                       VII. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 

 

               

Fig: 8 

                               VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper represents however hearth detection takes place 

victimization the projected system victimization raspberry pi. 

The developed system provides a feature with a send a second 

alert message to the registered user once the fireplace is 

detected. This technique has used reliable and affordable 

instruments that are cheap for implementation. The projected 

hearth detection system could be a real time watching system 

that detects and warn individuals within the presence of 
fireside. A flame detector detects and responds, alongside 

flame with this crystal rectifier glows up and blinks, because 

the detector detects the presence of fireside the system notifies 

the registered user victimization push notification provided by 

Instant Push application. 
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